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                           Abstract 
 
Book is a kind of carrier of culture, and it’s in the dissemination of knowledge, 
while also spread an idea. Book is the carrier of information, it need to use the 
appropriate design to attract the attention of the readers, and then guide them to read 
the books. Book is also a kind of media, and it required the designers to innovatively 
design the form of books based on the understanding and use his keen sense of 
judgment and the spirit of innovation. With the rapid development of information, all 
kinds of things are undergoing rapid changes. Books design from the past, a 
subsidiary position, is enhanced developed as a separate category of art and been 
valued. The aesthetic and artistic of the book design are regarded in an increasingly 
important positions. 
 
With the diversified development of all kinds of art as well as the continuous 
improvement of the people’s aesthetic, the book design began to diversity the 
direction of development. It pays more attention on the design of personalized, 
user-friendly, and also pays more attention to people’s visual enjoyment and emotion 
in the aesthetic process demand, as well as the advanced printing technology, material 
applications. At the same time, in order to better understand the text content of the 
books and the characteristics of the times in books, we must have keen insight and 
in-depth analysis of the causality between the books design process and results, so 
that we can survival and develop in the art form of international diversification. 
 
This article is from this point of view, learns though “relations conversion 
theory” in psychology and introduce the book design theory, to explore influence of 
the conversion relationship on design results and the future development threads of 
book design. Finally, we found that, this conversion relationship plays a decisive role 
in final design of artistic aesthetic results, causing people to ponder and explore the 
new design of book design, which will also be the main point of departure of this 
study in this article. 
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① “关系转换理论”是格式塔心理学家 1929 年提出的学习迁移理论，代表人物是苛勒。 
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